
 
 

September 17th, 2014 Patch Notes 

5th Anniversary 

Special Events 

1. Drop rates in all areas of the game will double from 9/17 – 10/8. This is a global change, so it stacks 

with other drop rate increases. 

2. Two cakes have been delivered to each of the capital cities. 

 

- One will give powerful AoE buffs for candles. Candles can be obtained from the neighboring NPCs for 

Aether Flames. Aether Flames are available as a rare drop, and can also be purchased at the store. This 

cake is also located at Danuar Spire and Kaisinel’s beacon in Katalam. 

Candle Buff 

Gilded Candle Drop Rate +200% 

Enlightening Candle XP +200% 

Emboldening Candle 
Gain 2000 DP 

Atk Speed +10%, Cast Speed +10% 

- Interacting with the second cake will give a 10% drop boost buff for free. This buff stacks with the buff 

from the Gilded Candle as well as the global double drop-rate. 



- The Drop Rate and XP cake buffs will stack with each other, but not with any XP or drop amulets. 

Prestige Badge Bonus 

3. Until 10/8, players with a Prestige Badge in their special cube will earn double the usual number of 

Prestige Crystals (2 every 20 minutes), up to 24 per day. This includes Prestige Pack subscriptions that 

start during the event period. 

Marchutan’s Call to Action 

4. Until 10/15, Marchutan is giving added assistance to young Asmodians on Israphel and Tiamat. 

- Only new Asmodian characters will qualify for the rewards. 

- Qualifying characters will receive the [Event] Marchutan’s Secret Order via survey when they reach 

Pandaemonium. This item must remain in a character’s inventory in order to obtain the additional 

rewards. Care should be taken not to discard this item. 

- In addition to the usual Asmodian Incentives, the following rewards will be available for characters in 

possession of the secret order: 

Level Item Description 

20 ~ 30 Dazzling Daevanion Armor Grants an armor set of your choice with great stats. 

30 ~ 40 Daevanion Weapon A level 30 Daevanion Weapon of your choice. 

50 ~ 60 Fenris Weapon A level 50 Fenris weapon of your choice. 

65 Timeless Weapon Box Grants a level 65 PvP weapon of your choice. 

 

System 

Bot Reports 

1. We’ve lowered the threshold at which reported characters begin seeing negative effects, and 

modified the rate at which the effects scale up. As always, please be careful when reporting characters 

that you do not accidentally report a legitimate player. 

 

 


